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GROWING
YOUR
BUSINESS
Do big things—even with a small budget.
Plus, our new fall postcard is here!
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ELD
MANDATE
5 things you need to know to help
your truck customers.
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YOUR
ONE-STOP-SHOP
See why you should make Progressive
Commercial your #1 choice
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COMMERCIAL PUZZLE FUN
Solve our puzzle about quoting Progressive
and you could win a $50 gift card.

NO MATTER THE NICHE,
OUR FREE MARKETING
PIECES ARE A GREAT WAY
TO START CONVERSATIONS
AND BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY.
Formerly known as Brand Express, the new
and improved Progressive Marketing
houses a plethora of not only professional,
but also fun and free marketing materials
that you can use to bring in new leads.

If you have little to no marketing budget, you aren’t
alone. According to Gartner Inc., an information
technology research and advisory company,
50 percent of small business owners say they have
a marketing budget that’s less than $1,000.
As your partner, we’re here with free marketing
tips and sales materials so you can bring in new
leads and profitably grow your agency with the
#1 Commercial Auto Insurer—no matter how big or
small your marketing budget.

CONSIDER NICHE MARKETING
With hundreds of business types to choose from
in our Commercial Auto program and many strong
ethnic groups in our local communities, one of the
ways many of our agents have seen success on a
small budget is by specializing in a niche market that

interests them. With niche marketing, you simply
focus on generating leads aimed at satisfying specific
needs, becoming the go-to agency for that market.

“Agencies have a unique opportunity to connect with

Ken Schaff (right)

small businesses in their community and start to build

Senior Sales Rep
Commercial Lines

“One of my agents found great success by becoming
the expert for the local Korean market,” said Ken
Schaff, senior commercial auto sales rep in New
York. “The agency and I attend local Korean
community festivals and events to show our
support and to create a strong presence.” Schaff
has even partnered with this agency to set up a local
scholarship foundation for members of the Korean
community.

of-mouth can be a low-cost, yet effective way to get

Ken encourages his agents to get involved with the
local community and try grassroots marketing that
costs very little, but can be extremely effective at
generating high-quality leads.

mutual trust,” he said. “And once you get going, wordknown and penetrate the market.”

Niche marketing can also mean focusing on
favorite business types such as artisan contractors,
landscapers, religious organizations, florists, longhaul trucking and more. Many of these businesses
have unique needs, and when you become the
trusted expert to counsel small business owners
about the insurance coverages they need and get
plugged into their local events and groups, you
can quickly adopt a following.

STORY CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PROGRESSIVE MARKETING 101
HERE’S HOW YOU USE IT:

For customizable materials:

1. On ForAgentsOnly.com, go to the 'Agency Admin' tab and
click 'Marketing' to reach Progressive Marketing.

• Click ‘Build’ and follow the prompts.

 ype “commercial auto” in the search field and click on
2. T
the arrow button.

Tips:
• You may be asked to select your Agency Location.
If needed, you can update it later in the ‘Verify
Agent Information’ section.

3. Browse the available items. We offer higher-level
business category tri-folds and customizable sales tools
that feature more specific business types like artisan
contractors, landscapers, farming and livestock, religious
organizations, truck drivers, and more.

• Click on the ‘+’ symbols for each category to confirm
your information.
• Name your ad and click ‘finish’ to save it to ‘Your
projects.’

4. Choose from pre-printed or customizable ads, sell sheets,
postcards and more.

• Click ‘Deliver’ to download the file to your
desktop (or if you’re ordering a banner, to send it
to production).

For pre-printed materials:
• Order your desired quantity and we'll
ship them to you for free.
• When they arrive, stamp your agency information on
them. (If you don’t have one, it’s easy to get a stamp
made at office supply stores.)

5. D
 istribute your new marketing materials at trade shows
and events, in targeted mailings to prospects, or to help
close the sale.

MARKETING QUICK TIPS
•

It's a great time to order our fall postcard.
They're free and can help you bring in leads!

•

Reach out to your Progressive rep for more
marketing ideas to help you profitably grow your
agency with the #1 Commercial Auto Insurer.
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THE ELD MANDATE
BRINGS CHANGE AND
OPPORTUNITY

Change is coming to the trucking industry with the
Electronic Logging Device (ELD) mandate taking effect in
December. Many large fleets have already converted from
paper travel logs to ELDs. But, many truckers have told us
that a fear of the unknown with having to adopt new ways
of running their business, new technology, and additional
costs are preventing a large number of owner-operators
from making the switch. In fact, some are considering early
retirement or changing professions.

The mandate continues to be challenged but it’s unlikely
that it will be overturned, revised or delayed.
This change brings a great opportunity to talk with your
truck customers and share what you know about the
mandate. As their trusted insurance advisor you can help
them make an informed decision—and possibly save some
of your best business from leaving the industry.

STORY CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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SEAL THE DEAL WITH FREE USE OF AN ELD
For a limited time, you can offer your customers the free use of an ELD just for
sharing their driving data with us. It’s all part of our Smart Haul program. For more
information or to download the Enrollment Form, go to ForAgentsOnly.com,
click on the support tab, then "Knowledge on Demand," and then search for
"Smart Haul."
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THINGS YOU
SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT THE ELD
MANDATE

COUNTRYWIDE MANDATE
EFFECTIVE DEC. 18, 2017
The Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA)
will require many commercial
truckers to use an ELD effective
Dec. 18. Generally, truckers who
are currently required to keep
paper logs will need an ELD. This
would include most truckers
who operate across state lines.
Trucks that are older than model
year 2000 are exempt. For more
details on who is affected, visit
the FMCSA website.
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WHAT THIS MEANS
FOR YOU AND YOUR
CUSTOMERS
Overdrive reported that many
truckers are apprehensive
about switching to an ELD due
to additional costs and feeling
an invasion of privacy. There's
widespread concern that a
significant number of drivers
may choose to get out of the
business, leading to a shortage
of tenured truck drivers and
changes in the market.
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ALL ELDS ARE
NOT THE SAME
ELDs can be permanently
attached to a truck (cab device)
or can be a hand-held device
(smartphone). Both types make
tracking hours-of-service easier
and more accurate than paper
logs, and also provide vehicle
inspection reports and gauges
featuring key engine stats. All
ELDs must be certified with
the FMCSA to be compliant.
For additional information on
compliant ELDs, visit the
FMCSA website.
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GET AN ELD PRIOR
TO THE MANDATE
We recommend truckers
get an ELD well in advance
of the deadline. Drivers
who switch early will
have time to adapt to the
learning curve and become
well-versed on how to use
it correctly when the
mandate takes effect.
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MAKE THIS A WIN-WIN—
HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS
AND YOUR AGENCY
Now is the time to reach out to
your trucking customers to help
reduce ELD pain points. They are
likely well-aware of the upcoming
mandate, but may have questions
or need help from a trusted expert.
As their insurance agent, you are
a great source for this counsel,
which only strengthens your
relationships and positions you
as a truck expert to write and
retain more trucking business.
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YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR
COMMERCIAL AUTO INSURANCE
HOW MANY DIFFERENT CARRIERS
DO YOU USE TO QUOTE YOUR
COMMERCIAL AUTO RISKS?
• Preferred owner-operators
• Dirt, sand and gravel haulers
• Established small business owners who depend
on their vehicles
• Newly incorporated landscapers or contractors
• Food trucks and restaurant delivery
Was your final tally two, three, four ... or even more?
You can make things easier for your agency.
MAKE PROGRESSIVE COMMERCIAL
YOUR #1 CHOICE
Did you know that you can quote any of these risks—
and get competitive, bindable rates for each in less
than 15 minutes—with a single carrier?
As the country’s #1 Commercial Auto Insurer with
the commercial auto coverages small business
owners need, as well as outstanding savings, we’re
a great market for a broad variety of risks. Let’s
review Progressive’s appetite, which of your business
prospects fall within our ‘preferred’ category, and
why you should quote us every single time.

TAKE ON TRUCKING
We’re the #1 Truck Insurer for a reason! We offer
outstanding savings for small (1-4 vehicle), stable
trucking accounts. In fact, preferred truckers spoke up
in our most recent 2016 brand tracker market results—
they ranked Progressive higher in the ‘Provides Value’
and ‘Commercial Insurance Expert” categories than
any other trucking carrier! We’re also still a great
market for new ventures and pointed drivers that may
warrant higher premium.
Our top trucking categories include owner-operators,
expediters, dirt/sand/gravel haulers, towing services,
and more.
BRING ON BUSINESS AUTO AND
CONTRACTORS
We bind hundreds of local business types in our
Business Auto and Contractor programs: landscapers,
trade contractors, couriers, residential builders, food
truck vendors, consultants, farmers, and more.
Look for our most competitive rates on prospects with
four or fewer vehicles, excellent drivers, and at least
several years of experience—and don’t forget to quote
us for select ‘hard-to-place’ risks such as pointed
drivers and new ventures—we have rates for them too!

LET OUR WIDE RANGE OF RATES OPEN
UP A WIDE RANGE OF POSSIBILITIES
We consider each risk independently and offer
a wide range of rates within business types. For
example, most of the 300 recent quotes for fullcoverage landscapers with $1 million CSL in Texas
started at about $1,000, but in one extreme case,
the rate was more than $9,000! While a majority
fell near the lower end of that range, our tailored
rates create a really wide range to fit almost any
customer—even for trucking risks or hundreds
of other business types.
Bottom line: If you’re not quoting us on every
risk, you’re not seeing our wide range of rates for
different driver and vehicle types. Quote us on
every single commercial auto risk—you just might
be surprised how competitive our rates are and
how easy it can be to make Progressive your go-to
carrier for all of your commercial auto risks.

We have a wide
range of rates—
one for almost
every commercial
auto risk.
Nicholas Slahta
Sales Rep
Commercial Lines

COMMERCIAL WORD SCRAMBLE

TRY THE PROGRESSIVE COMMERCIAL AUTO WORD SCRAMBLE PUZZLE FOR A
SHOT AT ONE OF FOUR $50 VISA® GIFT CARDS
Submit your name, agent code, and the final answer to working_wheels@progressive.com to be entered into the
random drawing. Entries must be received by Nov. 14, 2017.
FIRST, UNSCRAMBLE THESE WORDS RELATED TO THE STORY ON PAGE 6.
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Quote a broad ______of risks with
Progressive Commercial.

We offer a ________range of rates.
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The types of drivers who qualify for the
best rates.

You've made us the #1 ___________auto insurer.
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One of our top trucking categories.

For ____ Only.com is your source for quoting
almost any risk in less than 15 minutes with the #1
Commercial Auto Insurer.

DROP THE CIRCLED LETTERS, BY NUMBER, INTO THE SPACES BELOW
TO FINISH THE SENTENCE:
THE COMMERCIAL WORD SCRAMBLE (THE “CONTEST”) IS SPONSORED BY PROGRESSIVE CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY (“PROGRESSIVE”). THE CONTEST IS OPEN TO PROGRESSIVE-APPOINTED INDEPENDENT AGENCIES WHO SUBMIT THEIR
ANSWERS TO THE FALL/WINTER 2017 WORD SCRAMBLE BY NOV. 14, 2017, TO WORKING_WHEELS@PROGRESSIVE.COM. TO BE ELIGIBLE, AGENCIES MUST REMAIN ACTIVE AND BE IN GOOD STANDING THROUGH NOV. 30, 2017. PROGRESSIVE, IN
ITS SOLE DISCRETION, WILL DETERMINE WHETHER AN ENTRY IS VALID. FOUR (4) WINNERS WILL BE DRAWN RANDOMLY FROM ELIGIBLE ENTRIES. WINNERS OF THE CONTEST DRAWING WILL RECEIVE A $50 VISA GIFT CARD. NO MORE THAN ONE
PRIZE WILL BE AWARDED PER AGENCY. THE WINNERS WILL BE CONTACTED BY EMAIL FOLLOWING THE APPLICABLE DRAWING. IF A POTENTIAL WINNER CANNOT BE REACHED, FAILS TO RESPOND TO NOTIFICATION, IS FOUND TO BE INELIGIBLE,
OR CANNOT OR DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THESE OFFICIAL RULES, THAT POTENTIAL WINNER MAY BE DISQUALIFIED AND AN ALTERNATE WINNER WILL BE CHOSEN VIA A RANDOM DRAWING. NOT ALL WORD SCRAMBLE ANSWERS NEED TO BE

Make Progressive Commercial your go-to carrier. Quote us

!
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CORRECT TO COUNT AS A VALID ENTRY INTO THE DRAWING. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY, VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. ALL FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LAWS APPLY. BY PARTICIPATING, AGENCIES AGREE: TO BE BOUND BY THESE OFFICIAL RULES
AND BY THE DECISIONS OF PROGRESSIVE, WHICH SHALL BE FINAL IN ALL RESPECTS, AND WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO CLAIM AMBIGUITY IN THE CONTEST OR THESE OFFICIAL RULES. PROGRESSIVE RESERVES THE RIGHT, IN ITS SOLE AND ABSOLUTE
DISCRETION, TO CANCEL, TERMINATE, MODIFY OR SUSPEND THIS CONTEST FOR ANY REASON. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CONTEST RULES OR ELIGIBILITY, PLEASE EMAIL WORKING_WHEELS@PROGRESSIVE.COM.
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LISTEN & SHARE “HUSTLE ON HOME” — A FREE DOWNLOAD
This summer, we collaborated with the St. Christopher Fund and singer/songwriter Brother Sal to turn downloads of
his original song into a donation to support trucker health and efforts to assist truckers and their families in need.
Visit truckerterritory.com to listen and download—and then share it with truckers.

FAMILY TIME AND A DREAM
VACATION FOR ONE TRUCKER

HOME AWAY FROM HOME—
TRUCKERS TALK ABOUT LIFE ON THE ROAD
Just like you, we’re working hard to understand the trucker lifestyle—
from how they get started in the industry and their favorite stops,
to missing their loved ones back at home. In a new documentary,
Home Away from Home, we’re able to share a glimpse of life
on the road.

This spring, we honored one lucky trucker with a $25,000 dream vacation in our
Rig to Ranch Sweepstakes. The winner and family stayed at America’s #1 resort,* Brush
Creek Ranch in Wyoming, where they were able to enjoy numerous family activities—
from fishing and hiking to horseback riding and archery, plus a $1,500 gift card,
airfare and meals!
This and many other insightful trucker stories are available at truckerterritory.com.
Bookmark it as one of your favorite sites, and be sure to share it with your trucking
customers and prospects to help support them and their livelihood.
*Voted the #1 Resort in the U.S. and the Top 5 Resort in the World by Conde Nast Traveler Reader’s Choice three years in a row.
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Partner with Progressive Commercial.
For more marketing ideas, call your local Progressive sales rep.

